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The emergence of ideas in economic science is dominated by scientists s~tuated m the US. 
The brain drain to the US after de Second World War gave economic scientists who stayed 
behind a chance to obtain a monopoly position in determining the development of economics in 
their home country. These facts are illustrated by a citations study of economic science in the 
Netherlands. Especially one man, the Nobel laureate Jan Tinbergen, has left an indelible mark on 
the way Dutch economic science has developed. The development of Dutch economics shows 
strong path-dependence. 
1. Introduction 
Anyone who has tried his hand at characterizing the theory and practice of scientists 
is in for the 'tar-and-feathers' treatment by his peers. The sneers and sniggers can only 
be stopped if one takes the time and effort to take a  closer look at a particular science 
and see how knowledge has been created and influenced. In this paper I will apply the 
tools  of 'scientometrics' to  the  case of Dutch  economics  as an  illustration of how  a 
European  country  has  coped  with  the  American  dominance  in  science,  economic 
science in particular. The  story suggests that the development of economics does not 
conform to the image of the Scientist acting independently of time and place. Economic 
science  has  been  affected  by  its  own  principles  and  by  its  history.  The  evidence 
presented suggests that there is strong path-dependence in scientific development.  To 
substantiate this last statement somewhat further: Dutch economics has been influenced 
by  the  methodology  and  ideas  of  only  a  few  giants  (Theil  and  Tinbergen)  who 
graduated  and  worked  in  the  Netherlands,  while  other  giants  (Koopmans  and 
Houthakker) went abroad to influence American economic science. In other words, the 
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giants who stayed at home obtained a monopoly in the development of economic ideas 
and to the best of their intentions and in the absence of 'creative' competition they have 
exploited  this  option  to  the  fullest  extent.  Dutch  economists  who  have  influenced 
national  and  international  economic  science  are  generally  econometricians  or 
'Measuring giants and dwarfs', hence the title of this paper.  The general tendency of 
Dutch  economists has been to make economics an  applied  science;  a  science  which 
should serve economic policy and society in general. The various government advisory 
boards,  such  as the  Central  Planning  Bureau,  that came into  being  after the  Second 
World  War  have  dominated  the  development  of  Dutch  economic  science.  The 
'academic professional' who  is the  dominant  figure  inside  US  academia  is virtually 
absent  within  the  Dutch  ranks  (see  Van  Dalen  and  [(lamer 1,2  and  Klamer  and 
Colander3).  The  Dutch  economist  conforms  more  to  the  archetype  of the  'policy 
advisor'. 
The paper consists essentially of two parts. In the first part we discuss the criterion 
that determines whether  an economist is  an intellectual  'dwarf' or a  'giant' (Section 
2.1)  and  in  Section  2.2  we  measure the  Dutch  giants  and  dwarfs:  a  ranking  that  is 
implied by the criterion developed in Section 2.1. As will become apparent the Dutch 
community of economists can best be described by as a group of 'Measuring giants and 
dwarfs', in other words as quantitative economists. It should be stressed from the outset 
that although  not all the names and institutions  are known to non-Dutch readers, the 
lessons  one  can  learn  from  describing  a  population  of  scientists  transgress  the 
boundaries  of a  national  science.  Grasping  the  roots  of development  in  economic 
science of a certain country may imply new avenues for the history of science. Most of 
the  findings  would  probably  be  d6ja  vu  for  other  European  economists  since  a 
noticeable concentration of talent in quantitative  economics has  also occured abroad. 
For instance, econometrics has enjoyed a fruitful life in Norway (Frisch, Haavelmo and 
Wold)  and  mathematical  economics  has  left  its  mark  in  France  (Allais,  Debreu, 
Malinvaud  and  more  recently  Tirole  and  Laffont)  and  in  Germany  and  Austria 
(Marschak,  Morgenstern  and  Hildenbrand).  However,  one  can  wonder  how  this 
specialization came about and remained a stable line of research. The central question 
of the second part of this paper (Section 3) revolves around the  question why Dutch 
economists specialized in quantitative economics. 
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2. Measuring giants and dwarfs, Part I 
2. I. A demarcation line in economic research 
In sketching and assessing the development of a group of scientists it is crucial to 
have  some  demarcation  line  which  helps  one  to  make  concrete  statements  about 
successful  researchers.  In  the  day-to-day practice  economists  often  use  rankings  of 
various sorts to judge the quality of economic research. Critics state that the common 
measures of academic productivity, like citations and pages published,  are flawed and 
indirectly those measures may stimulate the production of irrelevant research and ideas. 
Publication and citation records are merely a screening device and the common practice 
of universities to actually screen scholars on these grounds for initial employment and 
subsequent  tenure  "may bias  research decisions  towards  orthodox,  low-risk projects, 
denying science the bold hypotheses and vigorous competition necessary for significant 
advance. ''4  Each  country  has  its  own  habits  of  evaluating  the  performance  of 
economists  at  irregular  points  in  time  with  the  help  of productivity  rankings  (see 
Hansen  and  Weisbrod 5 Medoff 6 and Kirman  and Dahl 7) and they all generally fall 
into two different categories: one measures productivity by counting (impact adjusted) 
pages of scientific work per author or per institution and the other approach measures 
influence  by counting  the  number  of citations  with  the  same  accounting  units.  The 
incentives that are tied tO a  listing  on one of these rankings or to  a  good publishing 
record  can  be  significant.  In  the  U.S.  the  promotion  from  'assistant  professor'  to 
'associate professor' requires the publication  of at least three  articles  in professional 
economic journals,  and  the  condition  for promotion to  full  professor requires  about 
twice  this  number  (Boyes,  Happel  and  HoganS).  Evaluation  based  merely  on  the 
number of pages or articles in journals  published is bound to be a  flawed one if one 
does not take into account the quality of the work.  Some researchers publish in non- 
refereed journals 9 or journals that are managed by a friendly colleague, a others publish 
in  highly  rated  journals  but  are  rarely  cited  by  other  economists,  and  still  other 
economists (e.g., economic historians) publish their work mainly in books, conference 
proceedings or edited volumes and are left. out of the rankings because they simply do 
not qualify for such rankings. 
Still, a ranking which assesses the quality of economic research has to rest on some 
measure that can quantify the fundamental nature  of economic research.  There are a 
number of methods that can give an indication of thelimportance of a publication, like 
peer reviews, the prestige of a journal or a publisher'that is valued highly by peers (see 
Hawkins et al. 1 1), the criteria that referees use in aecepting an article (for publication, 
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the rejection rate of a journal, or the optimal submission ranking that researchers use in 
submitting their work to journals. 12 The ultimate measure of importance is, of course, 
that  a  model,  method  or  'law'  is  named  after  the  inventor.  There  are  numerous 
examples  of  this  academic  phenomenon:  the  Lucas  Critique,  the  Cobb-Douglas 
Production Function, Inada Conditions, Nash-equilibrium, Roy's Identity or the Slutsky 
Equation. But also here there is some 'inflation' with this particular type of measure. 
Especially  econometricians have  speeded  up  the  number  of ideas  named  after  the 
inventor,  to wit  there  are  test  statistics  named  after Dickey, Fuller,  Newey, White, 
Chow, Engle,  Sargan,  Granger, Theil, Hausman,  Box, Cox,  Kalman,  Heckman,  etc., 
etc. Of course, for some of these econometricians it is an extraordinary feat to 'own' a 
verb, viz. 'to Granger cause'. A  limited number of Dutch economists have established 
an  idea  that  has  been  personalized,  viz.  Verdoorn's  Law  (of growth),  the  Koyck 
transformation, the Theil coefficient, Pen's Parade (of the personal income distribution) 
and the Houthakker Addilog Utility Function. In the case of the Netherlands, two cities 
have been used to 'patent' an idea, viz. the Rotterdam demand system, named after the 
Econometric Institute  of the  Nederlandsche Economische Hogeschool (presently the 
Erasmus University Rotterdam) led by Anton Barren and Henri Theil, and the Leyden 
Poverty Line, named after the research group, situated at the University of Leiden, led 
in those days by Bernard van Praag. The use of such personalized patents is going to be 
a haphazard way of evaluating the quality of economists since not all fundamental ideas 
are named after their inventor and according to Stephen Stigler's Law of Eponymy we 
are  to  believe  that  fundamental  ideas  are  never  named  after  the  true  inventor. 13 
Examples of the first phenomenon can be found in the idea of the Capital Asset Pricing 
Model. This model is often used by financial economists and is known as the CAPM 
and not as the Sharpe Model. To give another example, notable contributions by Jan 
Tinbergen have never led fellow economists to name his economic policy principles 
after him. b Stigler's Law of Eponymy may be due to what Merton calls 'the Matthew 
effect', 16 after the Gospel According to St Matthew: "For unto every one that hath shall 
be given, and he shall have abundance: but from him that hath not shall be taken away 
even that which he hath". The misallocation of credit for scientific work will always be 
a problem for those who want to measure scientific importance because superstars will 
attract a disproportionate amount of attention merely because they enjoy the reputation 
of an authority. A piece of evidence for the Matthew effect is presented by Laband 17 
who  shows  that, besides  the article length  and the quality of the publishing journal, 
author reputation has a strong impact on the article popularity. 
To provide a more continuous or well-balanced measure one has to resort to other 
methods and criteria. One of these methods is to poll economists -  policy makers and 
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academic economists -  and ask them whose work they use most often or value most. 
This method also contains some pitfalls since it is bound to yield answers that have a 
tendency to become parochial. Klamer and Colander 3 asked American graduates which 
economists they respected most. Chicago graduates, of course, respected Robert Lucas 
most  and  Stanford  graduates  valued  their  'own'  Kenneth  Arrow  most.  A  similar 
exercise was performed for the Netherlands 2 and also the Dutch can be called parochial 
in their choice since they put Jan Tinbergen on top of their list as the most respected 
economist (in this survey Tinbergen beats famous economists such as John Maynard 
Keynes, John Kenneth Galbraith, Joseph Schumpeter and Adam Smith). 
An indirect, but perhaps more objective method is to count the number of citations per 
publication.  The most important characteristic of a  fundamental publication is that its 
influence  is  widespread:  it  affects  researchers,  policy  makers  and  teachers  of 
economics.  The  thousand-dollar  question  is,  of course,  which  number  of citations 
marks  a  fundamental  publication?  For  an  answer  to  this  question  one  can  consult 
empirical findings  by Holub,  Tappeiner,  Eberharter.  18  They have tested  a  so-called 
Iron  Law  that  has  become  some  sort  of  'Folklore  Theorem'  among  conference 
participants,  viz.  the  important articles  in  economics are the  square root of the  total 
number of articles published in a particular research field. They have collected the most 
important articles in growth theory by making a data set of articles that are cited most in 
text books, survey articles, or officially published readers. One reason for doing this is 
that  articles  that  are  cited  in  this  type of medium  are usually  seen  as pioneering  or 
clarifying.  Both the producer  of economic  ideas  (researchers)  and  the  consumer  of 
ideas  (teacher,  policy makers)  profit from the  cited  articles.  Of course,  a  complete 
listing  of cited  articles  will  not  be  representative  since  every  editor  or  author  of a 
textbook has his/her  preferences.  A  statistical  criterion will be necessary to  separate 
chaff from wheat.  Independent  of this  set  of important  articles,  Holub  et  al.  have 
collected  2,681  articles  from  a  selection  of 46 joumals,  classified  according  to  the 
number  of citations gathered for the period  1939-1986.  Confronting both data sets of 
articles  they  concluded  that  the  number  of 30  citations  is  a  good  indication  of the 
fundamental  character of a publication.  From the total number of articles 44 percent 
was  never  cited  and  only  1.8%  (excluding  self references)  of the  total  number  of 
articles were considered 'important' or 'fundamental' in that they were cited at least 30 
times, c  Holub  et  al.  then  tested  the  so-called  Iron  Law  of Important Articles:  the 
number of important articles (X30  ' ) is the square root of the total number of articles in a 
research field (X  t),  X30  '  = x/-~t- For the growth literature this law applies reasonably 
well:  X3o  '  = 0.91.X~t '54. 
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Needless to say, the Iron Law will probably differ across time and across research 
areas  within  economics, d  Thirty  citations  may be  sufficient  to  mark  a  contribution 
'important' in say labor economics, but in econometrics one might need more citations 
to  earn  such a  title.  However, the  border lines  between different research  fields  are 
always  thin  and  marking  someone  a  labor  economist  and  someone  else  an 
econometrician is going to be a haphazard way of evaluating a population of scientists 
because most economists do not fit the glove of just one specialization. Therefore we 
have chosen to stick to the threshold level of 30 citations in ranking Dutch economists. 
2.2 Fundamental economic researchers 
Table 1 presents the top twenty of economists born in the Netherlands, working at 
home and abroad, living and deceased, who have at one time contributed an important 
publication to the literature of economics (a complete ranking is given in the appendix 
to this paper). The list refers to publications (working papers, articles, books and notes) 
which have been cited between 1966 and 1995 as published in the SSCI. Self references 
and book reviews are excluded from the list and second editions and translations of a 
book are only counted once. Contrary to most citation rankings we have also traced the 
co-authors. This last element introduces some uncertainty because if a Dutch economist 
publishes jointly with an relatively unknown foreign economist who is listed first, we 
are unlikely to trace him because the SSCI lists only the first author of a joint paper, e 
With  the  help  of handbooks,  resumes,  and  survey  articles  we  have  tried  to  be  as 
thorough  as  possible  in  tracing  fundamental  researchers.  Co-authors  obtain  for  an 
important article  2/(1+n)  points,  where n  denotes the number of authors  of a  paper. 
This  last  rule  is  to  establish  that  authors  who  have  written,  for  instance,  two 
publications with one co-author obtain a higher ranking than the author who has written 
one  publication  independently.  More  advanced  weighted  measures  of co-authorship 
are, of course, possible but such a procedure would presume that one knows who has 
contributed most to a particular publication. 
The total  of 63  economists originating  from the Netherlands  have published  172 
contributions  that  have  proven  to  be  of some  importance  for  the  development  of 
economic science in the sample period 1966-1995.  If we exclude the Dutch economists 
who  have  worked  (but  are  deceased)  or  are  working  abroad  the  growth  rate  of 
fundamental  economic ideas amounts to  1.5 publications per year. The twelve Dutch 
born economists who are working abroad account for 62 percent of the total number of 
fundamental  publications.  This  phenomenon  is  not  surprising  given  the  fact  that 
research facilities and the presence of other excellent researchers in the U.S. have for a 
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long time been far better than those of Dutch universities (cf. Frey and Pommerehne2~ 
The last column of Table 1 presents also the ranking obtained if we only pay attention 
to  the  journal  articles  written  by  the  economists.  One  reason  for  looking  at  this 
alternative  ranking  is  that  books  are  likely  to  generate  more  citations  than  articles 
because a  book covers a wider variety of topics and in the extreme  case in which an 
author publishes a book by compiling all his journal articles he is simply maximizing 
the citation impact of the individual articles.  By that criterion Hendrik Houthakker is 
the most influential economist and Jan Tinbergen drops to the 12th place. 
Table 1 
Top twenty ranking of Dutch born economists, 1966-1995 
Authors (Affiliation  a)  Age first  Number of  Number of  Ranking 
important  publications  (weighted)  based 
publication  authored  publications  on 
articles  b 
1.  H. Theil (Umversity of Florida)  28  21  1.8.67  2 
2.  M. Blaug (University of Exeter)  31  17  16.17  4 
3.  H.S. Houthakker (Harvard)  26  16  13.17  1 
4.  T.C. Koopmans (~-, Yale)  37  13  11.00  3 
5.  J. Tinbergen (]', EUR)  36  10  9.00  12 
6.  W.H. Buiter (Cambridge/UvA)  27  9  7.67  5 
7.  A.P. 13arten (K.U. Leuven)  34  6  6.00  6 
8.  G. H, Hofstede (RL)  39  6  5.67  9 
9.  F. de Leeuw (U.S. Dept. of Commerce)  35  6  4.67  7 
10.  J. van der Kamp (t, University of Guelph)  34  4  4.00  7 
1 I.  S. van Wijnbergen (UvA/LSE)  31  4  3.67  9 
12.  P. Nijkamp (VU)  3l  3  3.00  n.r. 
J. Pen (RUG)  29  3  3.00  17 
J. de Vries (UC Berkeley)  3 l  3  3.00  n.r. 
15.  D.R. Wittink (Cornell/RUG)  32  4  2.83  11 
16.  J.R. Magnus (KU13/LSE)  30  3  2.67  12 
f3. M. S. van Praag (UvA)  29  3  2.67  15 
18.  A. Klamer (EUR/G. Washington Univ.)  30  3  2.17  23 
19.  .1. S. Cramer (UvA)  36  2  2.00  17 
E. E. C. van Damme (KUB)  27  2  2.00  n.r. 
P. J. Verdooru (t, EUR/CPB)  38  2  2.00  12 
(a)  EUR =  Erasmus University Rotterdam,  UvA =  University of Amsterdam, VU  =  Free  University of 
Amsterdam, RUG =  State  University of Groningen, KUB =  Catholic  University of Tilburg,  RL  =  State 
University of Limburg, LSE = London School of Economics, CPB = Central Planning Bureau. 
(b) n.r. = no ranking, in other words the author did not publish any fundamental work in economic journals. 
There is one feature of the table which springs out immediately, viz. the domination 
of economists  who  have  worked  in  the  US  or have  been trained  in  the  US.  Those 
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economists are far more successful than their colleagues who  stayed at home.  Theil, 
Blaug, Houthakker and Koopmans (1910-1985) are in this respect more successful than 
Tinbergen (1903-1994).  The number one, Henri Theil, already thirty years a citizen of 
the U.S., has had his economics education in the Netherlands. He received his doctorate 
at the University of Amsterdam where his supervisor was Hennipman. He worked for a 
short while at the Foundation for Economic Research of the University of Amsterdam 
and the Central Planning Bureau which was headed at that time by Jan Tinbergen. He 
was director of the Econometric Institute of the Erasmus University during the period 
1956-1966.  Theil  did  by the  way not  only write  21  important  articles  he  has  also 
written  three  so-called  'SSCI citation  classics'; publications  that  are cited  more than 
270 times, f 
The  dominant  influence  of US  academia  becomes  even  more  visible  once  we 
correct for foreign influences  in Table 1.  If we rank only the  'thorough bred' Dutch 
economists two-third  of the  listed  economists  do  not  qualify  as  Dutch  and  the  list 
becomes rather short: (1) Tinbergen; (2) Nijkamp and Pen; (4) Van'rTaag; (5) Cramer 
and Verdoorn. 
Of course, the list in Table l  has its obvious shortcomings. For the older economists 
the sample period  1966-1995  may be a drawback because they started publishing and 
accumulating citations well before the SSCI started its business  of counting citations, 
viz.  the  year  1966.  Economists  like  Tinbergen  and  Koopmans  have  established 
pioneering results and, still, are ranked lower than Theil and Houthakker. Both Nobel 
Prize  Laureates  have  started  their  career  in  the  1930s  and  as  Table  1  reveals  most 
authors  also  start publishing  fundamental  work in their thirties.  Despite the  fact that 
Koopmans  and  Tinbergen  have  to  miss  30  years  of citations  they  still  attain  the 
considerable amount of 13 and 10 important publications. With a longer sample period 
Tinbergen and Koopmans would have added 6 or 7 extra important publications to their 
total.  However, the small sample period should be large enough for genuine original 
work like that of Bernard Mandeville (see appendix), whose Fable of the Bees (1714) is 
still cited enough to be included in the ranking. 
Another  interpretation  of this  anomaly is  that  Theil  and  Houthakker  have  had  a 
larger influence on the economics science for the period 1966-1994 than Tinbergen and 
Koopmans. And,  of course, the success of both Nobel Laureates can be the result of 
creative  destruction  or  the  fundamental  character  of their  work:  their  research  has 
become common knowledge and no one cites the inventor anymore. A  final reason for 
the  higher  ranking  of Theil  and  Houthakker  is  that  both  economists  are  no  small 
scientists: Theil is ranked second, just after Gary Becker, on a citation list covering the 
period 1970-1985 for economists working in the U.S., and Houthakker is ranked 27th. 6 
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Table 2 
Publications of Dutch born authors ranked with respect to research fields 
Journal of Economic Literature  Publications written by  Publications written  Total 
classification of subject  authors graduated 
at home  abroad a  at home  abroad 
A. General Economics and  -  1  -  1  1 
Teaching 
B. Methodology and History of  2  9  1  10  11 
Economic Thought 
C. Mathematical and  47  2  31  18  49 
Quantitative Methods 
D. Microeconomics  10  12  7  15  22 
E. Macroeconomics and  15  10  10  15  25 
Monetary Economics 
F. International Economics  3  5  2  6  8 
G. Financial  Economics  .... 
H. Public Economics  -  2  -  2  2 
I. Health, Education and  3  10  1  12  13 
Welfare 
J. Labor and Demographic  2  2  2  2  4 
Economics 
K. Law and Economics  ..... 
L. Industrial Economics  1  -  I  -  1 
M. Business Administration and  6  2  3  5  8 
Business Economics, Marketing 
N. Economic History  2  5  2  5  7 
O. Economic Development,  3  3  3  3  6 
Technological Change and 
Growth 
P. Economic Systems  1  -  l  -  1 
Q. Agricultural and Natural  -  2  -  2  2 
Resource Economics 
R. Urban, Rural  and Regional  6  4  6  4  10 
Economics 
Z. Special  topics (e.g. cultural  2  -  -  2  2 
economics) 
Total  103  69  70  102  172 
(a) This concerns the following authors: M. Blaug, J. J.  van Duijn,  H. S.  Houthakker, W.  H.  Buiter,  F. de 
Leeuw, J. van tier Kamp, A. Klamer, B. Mandevilte, J. de Vries, S. van Wijnbergen and D. R. Wittink. 
Besides measuring the giants and dwarfs themselves it is far more interesting to see 
in what kind of subjects those scientists specialized, where they wrote their influential 
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work and in what kind of publication outlets they published their work. Table 2 offers 
some suggestive insights. A general observation that one can make about Table 2 is that 
the  development  of  quantitative  methods  seems  to  have  fared quite  well  in  the 
Netherlands;  a fact that may be due to the specialization at the university level in the 
Netherlands. One immediately starts studying either economics or econometrics. 
To distinguish between foreign (mostly US) and Dutch influences on the direction 
of science, we make the distinction in Table 2 between publications written by authors 
who  graduated  abroad and  in  the  Netherlands  and publications  written  at home and 
abroad. The reason for these two splits is that some authors graduated abroad and came 
back to the Netherlands  (e.g.  Klamer)  and  others  graduated  at home and  emigrated 
permanently to the US (like Koopmans and Theil). 
3. Measuring giants and dwarfs, Part Ih 
Why specialize in econometrics? 
The title of this section suggests that Dutch economists are exclusively preoccupied 
with quantitative economics. Of course, this observation is not entirely true because the 
constructed  ranking  depends  crucially on one's criterion  of research  success  (in  our 
case some threshold  level of SSCI-citations).  The criterion does,  however, imply that 
econometricians  and  mathematical  economists  have  been  far  more  successful  in 
affecting the international market for economic knowledge than the Dutch economists 
who have tried their hand  at theory.  The central  question that begs for an answer is 
therefore: why did Dutch economists become specialized in econometrics? An obvious 
answer would  be that Dutch  economists can specialize early as  an undergraduate  in 
econometrics. However, the specialization in the economics curriculum cannot explain 
the  emergence  of quantitative  economists  such  as  Theil,  Tinbergen  and  Koopmans 
since the advancement of quantitative economics was made part of the curriculum of 
economics by Tinbergen and Theil themselves. The emergence of such giants can only 
be explained by the well-advanced state of physics research in the Netherlands. Famous 
physicists such as Lorenz, Ehrenfest (Tinbergen's supervisor) and Kramers (Koopmans 
supervisor and Ehrenfest's successor) were giants in their own field of specialization. 
Their career choice for economics is, however, a  matter of chance.  The explanations 
put forward in this section are more suited to explain the success of the students who 
started their econometrics education in  1954  and afterwards. After the  Second World 
War  Tinbergen  stimulated  the  education  of statistics,  mathematical  economics  and 
econometrics at the Nederlandsche Economische Hoogeschool. In 1954 Tinbergen and 
Theil founded the specialization 'econometrics' at the same school. One of the reasons 
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for taking this step was the argument that the economics curriculum of that time could 
not establish that econometricians attained the level of sophistication that was practised 
at  foreign  research  centers.  It was  said  at  that  time that  Rotterdam,  which  had  an 
international reputation in econometrics, could not afford to lag behind the frontiers of 
science (see Van Stuijvenberg 21). The specialization payed off after Theil instituted the 
econometrics  faculty  if we  count  the  number  of fundamental  researchers  (see  the 
Appendix):  more  than  half  of  the  63  economists  listed  can  be  marked  an 
econometrician.  Still,  one  wonders  why  econometrics  could  have  florished  while 
economic  theorists  trained  at  home  have  never  played  an  important  role  in  the 
international  society of economists.  The  reasons  listed  below  give  the  reader  some 
hints. 
The Tinbergen Monopoly 
Jan Tinbergen studied physics at the University of Leiden from 1921  to  1926  and 
received a doctorate in 1929 for his PhD on Minimumproblemen  in de Natuurkunde  en 
de  Ekonomie  (Minimum  Problems  in  Physics  and  Economics);  a  dissertation  that 
served  as  a  starting  point  in  his  business  cycle  research.  Because  of his  physics 
education Tinbergen was way ahead of his 'colleagues' in economics, who hardly had 
any training in looking at economic problems in a quantitative manner. Economics at 
that time could at best be described as business administration and few economists who 
did practice 'political economy' wrote in  a manner inspired by the German historical 
school or that of the Austrians  (see Bemelmans-Videc22).  Telling in that respect is  a 
rejection Tinbergen encountered of an article about oligopoly price formation which he 
submitted to the Dutch economics journal De Economist.  The reason for rejecting the 
paper was,  according to Tinbergen:  "The editors were older colleagues  of mine, not 
familiar  with  mathematical  treatment  of  economic  problems.  ''23  Tinbergen  was, 
however,  not  alone  in  his  endeavour to put  economics  on  a  more rigorous  level  of 
discussion.  While  heading  the  newly  created  unit  of business  cycle  research  at the 
Central  Bureau  of  Statistics  Tinbergen  surrounded  himself  with  young  engineers, 
mathematicians  and  physicist.  Together they  formed  the  so-called  'Quantitatieven 
Club', an informal club of socially concerned as well as quantitatively or mathemati- 
cally  oriented  young  men. 24  Later  at  the  League  of Nations  in  Geneva  Tinbergen 
benefitted from the cooperation with Jaques Polak and Tjalling Koopmans, who had 
written  a  dissertation  on  public  investment  and  statistics,  respectively.  This 
quantitatively  oriented group  of 'economists' were able  to transform the verbal and 
sometimes inconsistent content of economics at that time into more formal and testable 
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hypotheses. The variety of business cycle theories that were presented by Haberler in 
his Prosperity and Depression offered Tinbergen and his colleagues a test case to show 
the world how economic science should be practised. 
There were a number of channels by which the influence of Tinbergen was felt. 
First of all, by introducing methods of statistics, mathematics and looking for economic 
analogies of physics the 'economist' Tinbergen effectively obtained a natural monopoly 
in the Netherlands. 
Second, by introducing the quantitative orientation in the economics curriculum, 
writing Dutch text-books on economic dynamics and econometrics and by supervising 
graduate students, who later on became professors at other economics departments, his 
influence on the formation of economic knowledge became pervasive. In other words, 
willingly or unwillingly he extended his monopoly. 
Third, with the installation of the Central Planning Bureau (CPB) and Tinbergen as 
its director, Tinbergen gained a significant influence in the design of economic policy, 
although in the first years of its existence Dutch policy makers were rather hesitant or 
hostile  in  listening to  bureau  which  seemed  to  be  erected  for a  centrally planned 
economy. As years passed by, the nature of the work by the bureau changed from 
producing  'plans'  to  giving forecasts  and  economic  advice.  As  the  director  of the 
Central Planning Bureau Tinbergen had access to numerous government institutions the 
influence of Tinbergen in matters of economic policy was enormous and was reinforced 
by his academic fame. As the former Minister of Finance, Jelle Zijlstra recalls: 
"At decisive moments in time I experienced that economic policy making always revolves around a 
limited number of personalities who mapped out a route. One or two heads from the unions, [..] from 
the employers organisations [..], the Crown-appointed members of the Social  Economic Council, 
Holtrop (the President of the Central Bank) and Tinbergen, and from the cabinet Suurhoff and me. 
Inside this small circle important decisions were made...  ''25 
The influence of Tinbergen was confirmed by other government economists of the 
time: "Holtrop and Tinbergen were people who left their indelible mark on the places 
and  people  where  they came  and  where  they had  discussions,  ''22  "The  Tinbergen 
school had an enormous impact on the way all Dutch economists thought..." and "The 
Dutch economists have achieved that economics couldbe applied for practical purposes 
and at the same time they achieved that ideology played no important role..." (p.  583). 
The  latte~  opinion  was  expressed  by  Tinbergen  in  numerous  places  (see,  e.g. 
Tinbergen26). Even today, the Tinbergenian stance in economics is still alive among 
the  youngest  generation  of economists,  although  an  American  style  of practising 
economics is creeping in: graduates are becoming more and more interested in high 
theory and less interested in policy relevance.  The  interviews and Survey results  in 
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Van Dalen  and Klamer I represent a  confirmation of Frey and Eichenberger's 27  fear 
about the americanization of European economics. 
A  fourth factor, that kept the Tinbergen Monopoly in place was the brain drain of 
reknowned  economists.  First,  Hendrik  Houthakker,  Jacques  Polak  and  Tjalling 
Koopmans left the Netherlands  for Harvard and  the League  of Nations  (later on  the 
IMF  (Polak)  and  Chicago/Yale  (Koopmans)),  later on  in the  sixties economists  like 
Theil and Barten left Dutch academia for the University of Chicago and the University 
of Leuven, respectively. The influence of the brain drain on the production of important 
publications is perhaps best illustrated by Table 3. 
Table 3 
Frequency distribution of important publications, 1940-1995 
Year of  Number of publications  Number of publications  Total number 
publication  published by authors  written:  of publications 
graduated:  published 
At home  Abroad  At home  Abroad 
1940-1944  2  0  2  0  2 
1945-1949  3  0  1  2  3 
1950-1954  9  3  6  6  12 
1955-1959  9  6  6  9  15 
1960-1964  20  6  17  9  26 
1965-1969  19  13  12  20  32 
1970-1974  8  12  4  16  20 
1975-1979  12  11  11  13  23 
1980-1984  15  13  9  19  28 
1985-1989  4  4  2  6  8 
1990-1995  0  0  0  0  0 
The  frequency  distribution  of publications written  at  home  and  abroad  changes 
abruptly after 1966,  the year Theil went to Chicago. Especially the early seventies are 
marked by a remarkable low production of influential publications. 
The lock-in effect 
If one wants to understand the development in a particular field of specialisation it 
would stand to reason to look at the stock of researchers engaged in economic research 
and the occurrence of historical events. It is Brian Arthur's 28 thesis that an economy 
may  'select' an  equilibrium from multiple candidates by the  interaction of economic 
forces  and  random  'historical events'.  Increasing returns  in production  can  cause  an 
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economy to lock itself in  to an outcome not necessarily superior to alternatives,  not 
easily altered, and not entirely predictable in advance. The lock-in effect seems a very 
plausible  description  of  Dutch  economics.  The  random  event  in  ca~e  of  Dutch 
economics is the appearance of Jan Tinbergen, who did not have any roots in academic 
economics, g It was Tinbergen who was one of the first to introduce econometrics into 
economics. Econometrics has become the specialisation of Dutch economists and has 
been  kept  so  throughout  the  years because  excellent  students  could  reap  increasing 
returns to scale in 'producing' econometrics. The clustering of researchers in so-called 
'centres  of excellence'  has  been  rather  successful  in  producing  fundamental  work, 
notably  the  Econometric  Institute  of  the  Erasmus  University  (with  as  the  most 
prominent  members  Theil  and  Barten h)  and  the  Central  Planning  Bureau  (with 
Tinbergen, Theil and Verdoorn). Economists who tried to make a  career in economic 
theory have not attained the status of giant merely because there was no one around to 
discuss results or to cooperate in writing. Econometricians could fall back on formally 
trained  econometricians  and  some  of  the  pioneers  in  econometrics  visited  the 
Netherlands  on a regular basis. For instance, to start young and productively with an 
academic career has been noted by Zuckerman 29 as being an important ingredient for 
Nobel Laureates. She shows that Nobel Laureates publish about twice the rate of their 
fairly productive age peers. Most Nobel Laureates are energetic writers and, according 
to Zuckerman,  their early productivity can be attributed in large part to their working 
under scientists who were themselves productive. This factor explains the productivity 
of some of Theil's graduates (such as Barren) who have benefitted from his energetic 
writing and capabilities.  To view the age at which  successful  economists wrote their 
first  important  publication  more  systematically  Table  1  contains  some  information 
(third  column).  The  top-ten  economists  of this  list  were  on  average  32.7  years  old 
(excluding  Tinbergen  and  Koopmans:  31.8  years)  when  they  wrote  their  first 
fundamental  contribution.  Authors who have established  sofar only one fundamental 
publication  are  on  average  37.6  years.  Furthermore  quantitative  economists, 
microeconomists and macroeconomists (according to the JEL-classification C, D  and 
E) have published their first important publication at a much earlier point in their life 
than other economists: 32.5 years of age compared to the age of 39.5 years. 
The  current  developments  in  Dutch  academia  present  us  with  an  interesting 
experiment because a second 'random' historical event is in the making, viz. the reverse 
brain drain  of talent from abroad;  economists who do not have any firm intellectual 
roots in the Netherlands. To get an impression of this effect we need only take a look at 
how the different generations  of economists have fared i (see Table 4).  What is most 
striking about this generational ranking is that the number one economists of the older 
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generations (Tinbergen, Koopmans, Theil and Barten) were and are econometricians, 
whereas the current number one economists (Buiter and Van Wijnbergen) are economic 
theorists, which can be seen as a watershed in the history of Dutch economic thought, 
Table 4 
Generational ranking of economists 
Generation 
Rank  ' 10  '20  '30  '40  '50 
1.  T.C. Koopmans  H. Theil  A.P. Barten  W, H. Buiter  S. van Wijnbergen 
2.  P.J. Verdoorn  M. Blaug  F. de Leeuw  P. Nijkamp  A. Klamer 
J. de Vries 
3.  J.J. Klant  H.S. Houthakker  J. van der Kamp 
L. M. Koyck 
J. J. Potak 
B. H. Slicher van Bath 
E. E. C. van Damme 
Average age first important publication top 3 
43.5  28.3  34.3  29.7  29.3 
Whether the  so-called 'reverse brain-drain'  is  a  chance event is  still  a  matter of 
debate.  Some  ascribe  this  to  the  appearance  of 'centres  of excellence'  and  formal 
graduate schools, others are down-to-earth and point out that European economists are 
homesick, while still others (e.g. Tabellini 3~  claim that Europe is an interesting place 
to  be  with  the  construction  of one  European  central  bank  and  the  integration  of 
economies. In other European countries the reversal of the brain drain is also becoming 
apparent (e.g. Laffont, Tirole, Tabellini). 
The lack of  collaboration 
Top researchers often claim that the quality of research is enhanced by collaborating 
with colleagues so that one can benefit from each other's  specialisation.  It remains, 
however, an open question whether collaboration produces qualitatively good research. 
Whoever reads  the  life philosophies  of eminent  economists  in Szenberg 31  is  easily 
persuaded that social relations matter. The prime significance of face-to-face relations 
and  cooperation  among  scientists  is  easily  noticed  among  the  giants  of economic 
science. Given the complexity of the matter of economics, lone wolf scientists are an 
endangered species. 
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Another way of finding out the importance of collaboration is by looking at the 
dispersion of publications written independently and those written jointly. If we assess 
the individual publications of the important economists we can state that most authors 
(viz. 74%) have produced their fundamental work on their own. Authors graduated at 
home  have  published  more  on  their  own  (viz.  81%)  than  their  colleagues  who 
graduated abroad (68%). The distribution for econometricians versus economists is also 
different: 34 percent of the econometricians cooperates in writing publications, whereas 
economists  cooperated  slightly  less,  viz.  25  percent.  The  conclusion  that  solo 
productions have proven to be more successful than joint work is an interesting finding 
which casts  some doubts  on the popular modern-day practice to write joint papers. 
Apparently in the process of writing a joint paper authors do not pay care in their joint 
efforts and part of the originality and readability is  lost; a  loss that might have been 
prevented if one had written the paper oneself. There are, of course, numerous benefits 
to joint work, but one should keep in mind that the above stated finding of 'decreasing 
returns to author scale' may be one of its drawbacks. Laband and Piette, 32 e.g., show 
empirically for a  sample of 1,051  papers published in 27  top economics journals  in 
1984  that  'successful'  papers  (measured by the  number of citations)  are written by 
similarly-aged, similarly skilled scholars. The similarity of skills and age is a factor that 
may  give  large  countries  like  the  U.S.  and  the  U.K.  a  comparative  advantage  in 
coauthorship compared to small countries like the Netherlands and Belgium. The large 
number of solo productions can therefore to some extent be explained by the small size 
of  the  Dutch  scientific  market.  Another  explanation  could  well  be  that  Dutch 
economists copied the scientific principles of their giant Tinbergen. Tinbergen wrote 
practically all his fundamental work independently and a large part of his fundamental 
work  appeared  in  books.  Still  another  explanation  for  the  behaviour  of  Dutch 
economists can be found in their stubbornness  or their working habit take no notice 
from what was going on elsewhere in the world. Some of those economists might even 
ascribe to the view of Edward Gibbon that solitude is the  'school of genius'.  Before 
1985  international  cooperation  among  scientists  seemed  to  be  the  exception  for 
economists and not the rule.  With the  introduction of graduate schools international 
collaboration in writing papers is no longer a rarity. 
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4. Conclusions 
Progress in science likes to conform to the poetic lines of George Herbert "A dwarf 
on  a  gyant's  shoulder  sees  further of the  two"  (Jacula  Prudentum,  1640,  cited  in 
Merton 33). Scientists make use of the ideas of their giant predecessors and in so doing 
they can achieve progress. This Newtonian idea is, however, a far cry from the nitty- 
gritty of actual practice. The creation of ideas depends not only on one's brilliance, the 
social and economic dimensions of science may be just as important as the nature of a 
scientists.  To show the importance of economic conditions in  fostering fundamental 
economic research  I  have  taken  a  small  European  country as  an  example  of how 
economic science has fared. As became apparent, most giant scientists have emigrated 
to the major U.S. universities, where facilities and discussions are on a far higher level 
than  in  the  Netherlands.  The  few  giants  who  graduated  at  home  and  who  taught 
economics at Dutch universities did have a pe~asive influence on the development of 
economic thought and the Dutch inclination to specialize in quantitative economics. 
Especially  the  methodological  rules  set  by  Jan  Tinbergen  have  affected  Dutch 
economics and economists. Tinbergen could achieve this 'monopoly', first of all by a 
first-mover advantage in introducing physics into economics, second, by being in the 
right places in economic policy making, and third by teaching students and supervising 
PhD  students  and  employees from the  Central  Planning  Bureau  who  soon became 
professors  in  quantitative  economics.  Other factors reinforcing the  specialization  in 
econometrics are the clustering of researchers in econometrics, econometricians starting 
earlier  in  life with  their  academic  career,  the  specialization in  econometrics in  the 
university curriculum, the language barrier in writing economic prose and the demand 
for quantitative answers by government institutions. 
It is tempting to extract some lessons from this exercise in the history of science. 
Especially  if one  wants  to  put  the  status  of European  economic  science  in  some 
perspective. Tabellini 3~ argues that the small market for economic research per country,. 
is an obstacle to the growth of economic ideas. I would like to venture the speculative 
proposition that the absence of competition in economic research has led to a country- 
wide  acceptance  of the  ideas  and  methodology  of one  giant,  viz.  Jan  Tinbergen. 
Discussions  about economic policy have been effectively translated by Tinbergen in 
terms of the instruments and ends of economic policy. This split seems to have stifled 
economic research by only dealing with problems in a  so-called value free manner, 
which often implied a consensus of the diversity of opinions. Bold research questions 
which did not respect the consensus were out of the question and it is perhaps this latter 
characteristic of Dutch academia in economics that impedes them in bringing forward 
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original ideas.J However, we should be careful in deducing any strict policy guidelines 
from  these  speculative  lessons.  As  the  late  George  Stigler  once  put  it  "I  have  a 
prejudice, it is that we commonly exaggerate the merits of originality in economics - 
that we are unjust in conferring immortality upon the authors of absurd theories while 
we forget the fine, if not particular original, work of others. But I do not propose that 
we do something about it". 35 
Comments by Mark Blaug,  Daniel Hamermesh,  Albert .Iolink, David Laband,  Mary Morgan, Jan Pen, 
Peter van Bergeijk and Eric van Damme on an earlier version of this paper are gratefully acknowledged. An 
extended paper with a comprehensive listing of individual economists cited in this paper can be obtained 
from the author on request. 
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condition, i.e. a difference equation with moduli less than unity. 
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c. This finding is more or less in line with the empirical citation analysis of Laband 17 who shows that 
most articles (84%) are rarely cited and just a few articles (0.3%) are heavily cited (i.e. over 100 times) 
and thus exert a dominant influence on economic thought. 
d.  Caballero  and .laffe 19 show that the depreciation rate of knowledge has  increased through the years. 
The  disadvantage of a  shorter lifetime of scientific ideas for younger economists may balance the 
disadvantage of a shorter sample period for the older economist. 
e.  For recent years this problem is less serious since one can use EconLit of the American  Economic 
Association  (on  CD-ROM)  to  trace  co-authors  with  relative  ease  from  1969  to  the  present  day. 
Needless to say, this search system is not flawless. 
f. This concerns the books Economic Forecasts and Polio  y  (1958), Economics and hformation  Theory 
(1967), and Principles of  Econometrics ( 1971 ). 
g. Or take the case of Henri Theil. He started with a physics university education in 1942 which he had to 
stop due to the war. After the war he chose for an economics education in Amsterdam. 
h. Among the foreign research  affiliates  in  the early  days of the institute were:  F.  M.  Fisher,  A.  S. 
Goldberger, Z. Griliches, D. W. Jorgenson, J. J. McCall, T. J. Rothenberg, M. Nerlove and A. Zellner. 
i.  Tinbergen has not been listed in this generational account since he is the only one of his generation (the 
1900s) who has produced fundamental work. 
j.  Indeed, a recent research assessment by foreign economists such as Barren and Mirrlees 34 comes to a 
similar  conclusion.  They  spot  the  need  for  "greater  independence  and  originality,  for  attempting 
somewhat greater advances, for following older fashions and models less closely." And some research 
programmes were described as "highly competent, admirably solid, but not truly venturesome" (p.  10). 
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Appendix 
Ranldng of  Dutch born economists,  1966-1995 









I.  H. Theil (University of Florida) 
2.  M. Blaug (University O  f Exeter) 
3.  H.S. Houthakker (Harvard) 
4.  T.C. Koopmans (t) (Yale) 
5.  J, Tinbergen (t) (EUR) 
6.  W.H. Butter (Cambridge University/UvA) 
7.  A.P. Barren (K. U. Leuven) 
8.  G.H. Hofstede (RL) 
9.  F. de Leeuw (U.S. Dept. of Commerce) 
10.  J. van der Kamp (t) (University of Guelph) 
I 1.  S. van Wijnbergen (UvA/LSE) 
12.  P. Nijkamp (VU) 
.I. Pen (RUG) 
J. de Vries (UC Berkeley) 
15.  D.R. Wittink (Cornell University/RUG) 
16.  I.R. Magnus (KUB/LSE) 
B. M. S. van Praag (UvA) 
18.  A. Klamer (EUR/George Washington Univ.) 
19.  Jr. S. Cramer (UvA) 
E. E. C. van Damme (KUB) 
P. J. Verdoorn (1) (EUR/CPB) 
22.  I.C.G. Boot (SUNY, Buffalo) 
H. Neudecker (UvA) 
24.  T. Kloek (EUR) 
25.  A. Kapteyn (KUB) 
26.  G.K. Boon (t) (TSF) 
H. C. Bos (EUR) 
J. J. van I)uijn (Robeco/UvA) 
L. F. M. de Haan (EUR) 
F. Kiviet (UvA) 
J. J. Klant (~f) (EVA) 
J. P. C, Kleijnen (KUB) 
L. M. Koyck (t) (EUR) 
H. Linnemann (VU) 
B. Mandeville (t) (London) 
J. J. Polak (IMF) 
N. W. Posthumus (?) (UvA) 
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Authors (Affiliation a)  Age first  Number of  Number of 
important  publications  (weighted) 
publication  authored  publications 
B. H. Slicher van Bath (LUW)  50  I  1.00 
J. Spronk (EUR)  32  1  1.00 
C. B. Tilanus (TUE)  30  1  1.00 
P. P. Wakker (RUL)  33  1  1.00 
42.  A.P.J. Abrahamse (CBS/EUR)  32  1  0.67 
H. K. van Dijk (EUR)  32  1  0.67 
C. J. van Eijk (EUR)  36  1  0.67 
C. T. M. Elbers (VU)  29  1  0.67 
J. van der Gaag (Worldbank)  34  1  0.67 
H. den Hartog (f) (CPB)  42  1  0.67 
H. W. de Jong (UvA)  52  1  0.67 
Th. van de Klundert (KUB)  29  I  0.67 
J. Koerts (EUR)  34  1  0.67 
C. T. Leenders (MIT)  n.a.  1  0.67 
L. B. M. Mennes (EUR)  26  1  0.67 
G. Ridder (VU)  27  1  0.67 
J. Sandee (CPB)  40  1  0.67 
H. S. Tjan (CPB)  43  1  0.67 
57.  H.M. Messer (t) (MMC)  35  1  0.50 
H. W. van der Pol (Management consultant)  50  1  0.50 
J. G. Wissema (WG/Nijenrode)  38  1  0.50 
60.  T, J, Wansbeek (RUG)  37  1  0.40 
61.  L. van den Berg (EUR)  34  1  0.33 
L. H: Klaassen (t) (EUR/NEI)  62  1  0.33 
C. H. T. Vijverberg (VROM)  38  1  0.33 
Average age/Total publications b  35.4  172 
(a)  EUR =  Erasmus University Rotterdam,  UvA =  University of Amsterdam, RUL =  State  University of 
Leiden, CPB  = Central  Planning Bureau,  VU = Free University of Amsterdam, RUG = State University of 
Groningen, KUB  =  Catholic  University of Tilburg,  LUW =  The University of Agriculture Wageningen, 
RL  =  State  University  of  Limburg,  CBS  =  Central  Bureau  of  Statistics,  LSE  =  London  School  of 
Economics,  TSF  =  Technology  Scientific  Foundation,  Noordwijk,  TUE  =  Technical  University  of 
Eindhoven, WG = Wissema Group, the Hague, NEI = Netherlands Economic Institute,  Robeco = Rotterdam 
Investment Corporation,  MMC  =  Messer Management Consultancy, VROM  =  Ministry of Housing and 
Environmental Affairs. Note: Leenders' (M1T) current affiliation  could not be traced. 
(b) Joint publications of Dutch economists are only counted once in the total. 
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